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Abstract 

We consider the time evolution of iV bosonic particles interacting 
via a mean field Coulomb potential. Suppose the initial state is a 
product wavefunction. We show that at any finite time the correlation 
functions factorize in the limit N -> oo. Furthermore, the limiting one 
particle density matrix satisfies the nonlinear Hartree equation. The 
key ingredients are the uniqueness of the BBGKY hierarchy for the 
correlation functions and a new apriori estimate for the many-body 
Schrodinger equations. 
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1    Introduction 

It is well-known that the Schrodinger equation governs the dynamics of non- 
relativistic quantum systems. The basic existence and uniqueness of the 
Schrodinger equation were studied extensively for many systems, including 
the important Coulomb systems. Despite these efforts, there are few cases 
that the solutions to the many-body Schrodinger equation can be described 
in reasonable details. One such case is a system of N weakly interacting 
bosons, or more precisely, N bosons interacting with a pair potential whose 
coupling constant is of order iV""1. 

For such a system, we expect that the potential acting on any single 
particle is approximately generated by the average density of all other par- 
ticles. Therefore, there are no correlations generated by the dynamics and 
all correlations of the state at a later time are almost all due to the initial 
correlations. In the simplest scenario, i.e., when the initial state has no cor- 
relation, the correlations at a later time should be negligible as well. We 
consider initial states of N bosons that are described by products of one- 
particle wave functions. Therefore, our goal is to show that, if the initial 
iV-body wave function is a product of a one-particle wave function, then it is 
well-approximated by a product of some one-particle wave function at later 
times as well. Assuming this is correct, it is easy to see that the one particle 
wave function satisfies a nonlinear Schrodinger equation whose nonlinearity 
is given by the convolution of the potential with the mass density of the one 
particle wave function, i.e., V * l^l2- This equation is typically called the 
Hartree equation. In the special case when the pair interaction is Coulomb, 
it is called the Schrodinger-Poisson system. As usual for the Schrodinger 
equation, we can always cast it in the form of an equation for the density 
matrix. We shall use the same name for both setups. 

This problem has a long history and has been considered by many au- 
thors. For regular pair-potentials, it was solved by Hepp [5] in the context 
of field operators and by Spohn [9] using density matrices. Hepp's method 
requires differentiability of the potential, while Spohn uses only the bound- 
edness of the potential. Ginibre and Velo [3] have greatly extended these 
results to include singular potentials (including Coulomb).   However they 
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worked in the second quantized framework and the quasi-free initial state 
used in [3] describes special classes of excitations around the product state. 
In particular, this method does not apply to wave-functions with a fixed 
number of particles. 

The basic tool to analyze the many-body dynamics is the BBGKY hierar- 
chy. We notice that the time derivative of the fc-particle correlation function 
(more precisely, fc-particle density matrix) of an iV-body state is given by 
the k + 1 particle correlation function for each fc = l,2,... N — 1. This gives 
a hierarchy of coupled evolution equation for all k correlation functions up 
to iV, called the Schrodinger hierarchy. Without further limiting procedure, 
this system is just a rewriting of the original Schrodinger equation. If we 
take the formal N -> oo limit, it converges to an infinite system of equa- 
tion, called the BBGKY hierarchy, for the A;-particle density matrices for 
k = 1,2,.... For a product initial state this infinite hierarchy has a trivial 
solution of product form built up from the solution of the Hartree equation. 
Although the iV-body hierarchy has a unique solution, the infinite hierarchy 
may, in principle, admit more than one solution. Thus our task is to establish 
the convergence of the Schrodinger hierarchy to the BBGKY hierarchy as 
JV —> oo, and prove the uniqueness of the solution to the BBGKY hierarchy. 

Both the BBGKY and the Schrodinger hierarchy can be put into systems 
of integral equations. For bounded potential, these systems can be solved 
by iteration which converges in the trace norm of the density matrices. Us- 
ing this idea on the Schrodinger hierarchy, Spohn proved that the A;-point 
correlation functions of the N body system are given by convergent power 
series with an error estimate uniformly in TV. Thus one can take the limit 
N ->• oo and one obtains that the fe-point correlation functions are indeed 
given by the products of the solution to the nonlinear Hartree equation. 

Bardos et. al. have followed a different route [1]. They showed that any 
wMimit point of the solutions to the iV-body hierarchy satisfies the infinite 
BBGKY hierarchy. This proof requires the potential to be bounded below 
and in L2 + L00. If, in addition, the potential is bounded, then the sequence 
of correlation functions is shown to be i(;*-precompact in the trace norm. 
The uniqueness of the solution to the infinite hierarchy is established by 
controlling the trace norm similarly to [9]. In particular, this result estab- 
lishes the convergence to the BBGKY hierarchy for the repulsive Coulomb 
systems which was not covered in Spohn's work. 

The main question is the uniqueness of the BBGKY hierarchy in the 
case of singular potentials. Furthermore, the convergence in the attractive 
Coulomb case should be resolved since it describes the important gravita- 
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tional system. Technically, all the uniqueness methods rely heavily on the 
boundedness of the potential via the estimate Tr| V7I < || V||ooTr|7| for a den- 
sity matrix 7. The Coulomb potential, i.e., V(x) = il^l-1, is unbounded, 
but Hardy's inequality allows us to control it in ij^-norm, i.e., 

Tr |V7| < C( Tr V7V + Tr 7 ) . 

Therefore the solution to the BBGKY hierarchy should be unique under 
the right Sobolev norm. Since we have correlation functions of arbitrary 
number of particles, the Sobolev space we choose is the iterative Sobolev 
space (see Section 3 for the precise definition) which is weaker than the usual 
one but sufficient for the uniqueness. This poses the problem of estimating 
the iterative Sobolev norm for correlation functions. This estimate can only 
be obtained from the original iV-body Schrodinger equation for which we 
know only the conservation of mass and energy. Notice that in [9] and [1] 
the only estimates obtained are trace norm and Hl norm bounds, which 
are consequences of the conservation of mass and energy for the iV-body 
Schrodinger equation. 

Since we can only establish the uniqueness of the BBGKY hierarchy in 
the iterative Sobolev norm, we need to establish an apriori estimate that the 
/^-correlation functions are bounded in such a norm. It should be emphasized 
that to establish such estimates directly for the correlation functions of a 
Coulomb system is very difficult due to the l^l-1 singularity. However, it is 
feasible for a cutoff Coulomb systems with an N dependent cutoff. The main 
idea here is to take the energy to a higher power and deduce from there the 
estimate on the iterative Sobolev norm. Notice that the third power of the 
potential is already not in Ll. Hence it does not even define a meaningful 
operator in the usual sense. This is part of the technical reason we need to 
perform a truncation for the Coulomb singularity. 

We now need to control the original evolution and the cutoff dynamics. 
Here we use the conservation of the L2 norm to control the difference of these 
two evolutions. Since to control an iV-body system in general produces a 
factor iV, our cutoff has to be rather small. The various restrictions on the 
cutoff scale finally give the choice of order o(iV~1/2). 

This work was partly inspired by the work of [1] and partly by the ques- 
tion posed by J. Yngvason regarding the derivation of the time dependent 
Gross-Pitaevskii equation from the many-body Schrodinger equation. Un- 
fortunately, our method, as it stands, still cannot prove the convergence 
to the Gross-Pitaevskii equation. Another possible motivation for studying 
high density bosons with Coulomb interaction is that electrically charged 
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ions may have bosonic statistics. 

This work was supported by NSF grants DMS-9970323 (L.E.) and DMS- 
0072098 (H.-T. Y.) The discussions with C. Bardos, F. Golse, N. Mauser 
and J. Yngvason are gratefully acknowledged. The results of this work and 
[1] were jointly outlined in [2]. 

2    Many-body Schrodinger evolution with mean field 
potential 

Consider a system of iV-bosons weakly interacting with a Coulomb potential. 
The dynamics of such a system is governed by the Schrodinger equation with 
the Hamiltonian 

1   N 1 

defined on ®£L1£
2(R3), where V(x) = i/^l-1 with /x > 0. The wave 

functions are symmetric functions of TV variables. Since the Hamiltonian is 
symmetric, the wave function at the time t will be symmetric as long as the 
initial data is symmetric. 

The Schrodinger equation is given by 

idtVN,t = HNVNjU (2.1) 

with the initial data specified at the time t = 0. The equation can be 
solved explicitly by ^^t = e~ltHNi&N,Q- Let 7^ = TT^^ be the projection 
operator in Z,2(R3) associated with the wave function \I/JV,*- The Schrodinger 
equation is equivalent to the operator equation 

idtjNt = [HNIINJ] - (2.2) 

This is a more general setup since it allows a general density matrix not 
coming from a wave function. The n-point density matrix of 7^ t is defined 
by 

7$t(xu...xnix'1,...x'n) :=  / 1®Nit(xu>.'Xn,xn+i,...xN) (2.3) 

X^Njix'l: '"Xn, Sn+l, • • • XN)dxn+i . . . dxN 

(n) if n < N and 7]^ := 0 otherwise. The normalization is (n < N) 

Tr 7g = 1 . (2.4) 
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It is a simple calculation that the n-point density matrices of the solution 
to the Schrodinger equation satisfy the finite hierarchy 

„« 
Tjv fV3'!) • • • xk> %li • ■ ■ xk) (2.5) 

k      ft 

UN,k(t)rNo(xii■■■Xk;x'1,...4) + (-»)53 / dsw^,*(*_s) 

/ da;fc+i ^F(^ - ^+1) - V(x'e - Xk+i)j 

where UNtk(t)l = e~'ltHN ^eitHii   and 

^—^E^+^E^-si) 
£=1 «j' 

If we take the limit iV —*■ 00 and neglect all lower order terms, this system 
converges to the BBGKY hierarchy given by the following infinite system of 
equations for density matrices 

It   (xi,...Xk;x'l,...x'k) (2.6) 
*     rt 

=   llk(t)j{
0
k)(xi,...xk;x'l,...x'k) + (-i)J2      dsUk(t-s) 

£=lJo 

/ {V{x£ - xk+i) - V(x'e - xk+i)j 

xyik+1Hxi, ...Xk, Xk+i; x\,... x'k;, xk+i)dxk+i 

where Uk(t)y := (uU6'***'2) ^ (O^i e"^72), k = 1,2,....   This 
is the integral form of an infinite system of evolution equations with initial 

dataTo-tf^,---)- 

Suppose the initial data is of product form and given by 

N 

VNfifa'     xN) :=Y[ Mxj) 
i=i 

(2.7) 
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for some initial one-particle wave function ipQ. We always assume that I/JQ 

is normalized in L2(R3), i.e. H^olh = 1. For this initial data, the fc-point 

density matrix, 7^ Q is, simply the tensor product 01 7^ of the one-point 
density matrix 7^0, which is the projection matrix onto I/JQ. One can check 
that if the initial data to the BBGKY hierarchy is of product form, then 
there is a special solution to the BBGKY hierarchy which is of product 
form and the one-particle density matrix satisfies the nonlinear Schrodinger 
equation 

idat = [ - IAx + (IV(• - z)<vt(z, z)dz) , 7, ] . (2.8) 

If we denote the kernel by 7^(0;, a/), then (2.8) is equivalent to 

idt-ytfax') = --[Ax - A^-ytfax') (2.9) 

+ Jdz[v(\x-z\)-V(x'-z)]'Yt(z,z)'rt(xixr). 

We can put this equation into a more familiar form. If 70(^, x') := ^(x^oix1), 
then jtix^x') := iptixtytix') where ^ satisfies 

idtMx) = -l&xMx) + {jv{x- z)\il)t(z)\2te)il>t{x) (2-10) 

with initial data ^=0 = ^0- This equation was studied extensively by Gini- 
bre and Velo. In particular, the equation preserves the L2 norm and the 
energy and we have [4] 

supH^Htfi <oo (2.11) 

if the Hl norm of the initial condition H^OIIH
1
 

IS finite. Although the equa- 
tion is nonlinear, the normalization condition H^olta — 1 can be assumed 
without loss of generality at the expense of changing /i. 

Therefore, if we can justify the limiting procedure and prove the unique- 
ness of the BBGKY hierarchy, the evolution of the weakly interacting N- 
bosons can be understood by a one-body nonlinear Schrodinger equation. 
We first describe the topology for the limiting procedure. 

Denote by H the Hilbert space £2(R3) and let C(H) be the set of 
bounded operators with operator norm || • ||. We let Cl(H) be the set of 
trace class operators with the norm ||7||i := Tr|7|. The set of density ma- 
trices, £ , is defined as the subset of nonnegative self-adjoint trace class 
operators.  Let /C := )C(H) be the set of compact operators equipped with 
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the operator norm. It is well-known (Theorem VL26 in Vol.I. of [7]) that the 
dual space of the compact operators is the space of trace class operators, i.e., 
(£? II ' ID* — (£*'? II ' 111)- This gives rise to the variational characterization of 
the trace norm: 

i = sup 
KeK(H) : ||/r||=l 

TbAK (2.12) 

The uAtopology on Cl is induced by a family of seminorms A -> |Tr AK\ 
that are indexed by the family of compact operators K E /C. 

Denote by H®k := 0^ if = ®*=i£
2(R3) the fc-tensor product of 

L2(R3). We can define the trace norm on H®k and extend the duality from 
k = 1 to all k. Define the space 

oo 

C:={r = (7(1),7(2),...)  : 7W € C^H^)} = [] C^H®*) . 
fc=i 

We equip this set with the product of the tx;*-topologies on each component. 
Thus the convergence in C is characterized by the following property: rn —> F 
as n -^ oo, if for each k we have 7A ^ -> 7^) in w* sense in £1(if<8>A;). 

Let (t) := (1 +12)1/2. We define the set 

00 

L^RHW-^C) := nLOO(R+'^"ld^£l(ff0")) 
ife=i 

i.e., the set of functions 7 (*)(i) : R+ -> C1^^) withsup^t)"1!^^)^)!!! < 
00. We equip this set with the product of the iu*-topologies on each factor. 
On each factor the w*-topology is given by seminorms 

roo       _ _ 

^{t)^    /     Tr[K(t)>y(k\t)\ dt 

where K(t) e Ll(R+, (t)dt,IC{H®k)), i.e. f™ ||lir(t)||(t>dt < oo. 

Let 

1**:= (7gl,7$,...) eC (2.13) 

For any one-particle wave function if; we define 

n 

'y^)(x1,...xn;x'1,...x'n) := Jl^^i'2^) ■ 
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Suppose ifrt G iy1(R3) is a solution to the nonlinear Schrodinger equation 
(2.10), then the collection of density matrices 

r*'■=($,y!t!,-)ec (2.14) 

is a solution to (2.6). We now state the main theorem: 

Theorem 2.1. Let V(x) = ±IJ,\X\~
1
 be the repulsive or attractive Coulomb 

potential with some /J, > 0. Assume that ^o £ #2(R3) and let ipt be the 
solution of (2.10). Let IV,* be the solution to (2.5) with initial condition 
1^,0 :— T^Q. As N —> oo, we have 

in the w* topology of L00^^., (t)~1dt7C). In other words, for each k 

(k) (k) 

in the weak* topology o/L00(R+,(t)-1dt,£1(fl'(8)fc)). 

Remark 1: Note that our theorem requires the initial one-particle wave func- 
tion to be in H2 although the natural space for the nonlinear Schrodinger 
equation (2.10) is Hl. 

Remark 2: Our proof works for more general potentials as well, for example 
one can consider V{x) = A^)^!-1 -I- B(x) with A,B G <S(R3) Schwarz 
class. The control on high derivatives is necessary because of the commutator 
estimate (5.13). 

We close this section by an important remark. The equations of the 
BBGKY hierarchy are written for the kernels of the density matrices, how- 
ever we interpret them as equations for density matrices even though we 
sometimes use the traditional kernel notation. This point of view allows us 
to circumvent the problem that apriori the kernels are only functions de- 
fined almost everywhere, hence setting x^^ = xj^+i in the interaction term 
requires an extra argument. In this paper we interpret the integral 

/ V{xi - xfc+i)7^+1)(rri,... xk, xk+i', x^ ... xr
ky,xk+1)dxk+i 

as the partial trace 

where V is the multiplication operator by V{x£—xk+i). We will always verify 
that Vr7^+1) is a trace class operator on L^R3^4"1)), hence the partial trace 
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is well defined. In the Appendix we give the precise definition of the partial 
trace and we collect a few basic information. 

Convention: Throughout the paper the letter C will refer to various con- 
stants depending only on /i. 

3    Sobolev spaces of density matrices 

We recall that C{H), Cl{H) and K(II) denote the set of bounded, trace 
class and compact operators on the Hilbert space if, respectively. Also, 
£ C Cl{H) denote the set of density matrices. We have the standard 
inequality 

HilSHi < ||4| ||B||i (3.1) 

and the variational characterization of the trace norm (2.12). We also recall 
that \A + B\ < \A\ + \B\ is not true in general, but Tr|A + S| < Tr|A| + Tr|J5| 
is true, following from (2.12), (3.1). Moreover, if we have two Hilbert spaces, 
i7i, #2, then the following inequality is valid for partial traces 

Iti Tr2 A < Tm \A\ . (3.2) 

In the Appendix we give the proof of this inequality and we also collect a 
few basic facts about partial traces. 

We define the analogue of the H1 Sobolev norm for trace class operators 
as follows: 

llTHtt! := Tr \STS\ 

where S := (I — A)1/2.  We introduce the space of operators H1 = T-ll{H) 
as: 

TeH1 <=> \\T\\ni < oo 

and let H1 := Ul n £}. Notice that ||7||^i = Tr S^S = Tr-y + Tr(-A)7 for 
-yen1. 

We define a weak* topology on H1 and for this purpose we identify this 
space with a dual space. We let 

A := [SKS : KeK,} 

and we equip this space with the norm 

IITm^p^TS-1!!. 
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Lemma 3.1.   With the notations above 

(^ii-iur = (wMi-ii«i). 

The proof of this Lemma is found in the Appendix and it is similar to the 
standard proof of (/C, || • ||)* = (^C1, || • ||i) outlined in [7]. Using this duality, 
we equip T-Ll with a itAtopology, induced by the seminorms T -> |Tr AT\ 
indexed by elements A G A. 

Lemma 3.2. Let jn EH1 be a sequence of uniformly bounded density ma- 
trices, i.e. 

C := limsup ||7n||^i = limsup Tr S^nS < oo . 
n n 

Then one can extract a w* -convergent subsequence, 7nfc —> 7, 7 E % , and 
any w*-limit point 7 of the sequence {7^} satisfies WJH^I = Tr SjS < C 

The convergence in Lemma 3.2 follows from standard application of the 
Banach-Alaouglu theorem. The positivity of the limit can be checked by 
testing with the projection operators Pf :=  |/)(/|  6 A for all f E H. 

Q.E.D. 

Define the following norms for operators 7W E C(H®k) 

Sxi   • - SXkT
k> SXk  . . . S; 'Xi 

Xl 

\hW\\nUk):=Tr 

This norm is equivalent to the norm 

Tr|7(fc)| + Tr|VXl VX3... VXk^VXk... V, 

and for density matrices we have the identity 

||7(Jb)llwi.W - •&(/ " AX1)(J - AX2)...(/- AXkh^ . 

Here we denote by H1^ = V}{H®k) the set of operators with finite U1^ 
norm. Since higher derivatives on the same variable are not allowed, these 
norms are weaker than the operator analogue of the traditional higher order 
Wk'1 Sobolev norms. 

The ty*-topology on the space T-L1^ is given by the seminorms indexed 
by the set 

AW := {SX1 SXkKSXk...SXl  : KelC(H®k)} 
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with norm 
llrIU(*o ''=   (sxi • ■ • SXk)~ T(SX1... SXk)~ 

and 

(^.ll-IUw)^^1^,!!-!!^*)) 
analogously to the one variable case in Lemma 3.1. The analog of Lemma 
3.2 also holds. 

Define the set 
oo 

:D:={r = (7(1),7(2),..-)   :  7W € W1^®*)} = H ^(^^ ■ 
k=l 

This set is equipped with the product topology r generated by the w*- 
topology on each 7il(H®k). The convergence in V is characterized by the 
following property:   rn —>• F in (D, r) as n -> oo, if for each k we have 

7n    ->• 7^^ in iw* sense in V}^k\ 

Finally, we will consider time dependent density matrices. The set 
L00(RHh,(t)-1dt,H1'W) consists of functions 7^)^) : R+ -> U1^ with 
sup^t)-1!^*^*)!^!^) < 00. We define the set £00(R+, {t)-l&t,V) = 
UkLi LOO(R+. (t)-l&t,U1^) and we equip it with the product of the w*- 
topologies on each factor. On each factor the w*-topology is given by semi- 
norms 

^k\t) -*    /    IY  A(t)^k\t)    dt 

where i4(t) G Ll(TL+, {t)dt,A^), i.e. /^ P(t)|Uw(t)dt < 00. 

4    Structure of the proof 

In this section we give the main propositions and show how our theorem fol- 
lows from them. The proofs of the propositions are found in the subsequent 
sections. 

4.1    Cutoff of the Coulomb singularity. 

We now introduce an N dependent cutoff for the Coulomb potential. De- 
compose V = Vi + V2 where 

Vi(x) =e{VNe-lx)V(x) 
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with a smooth cutoff function 0 < 9 < 1 with 0 = 1 on outside of B(0,2) and 
6 = 0 inside 5(0,1). Here B(x, r) denotes the ball of radius r centered at x. 
Notice the potentials, Vi and V2, depend on e and iV which dependence is 
not explicitly labelled. 

We define the cutoff Hamiltonian 

1   N 1 
H

N* = -9 E A^ + ^ E yi(^ - ^) 
fcl *<j 

and the remaining part of the potential 

W:=WNf = j;YlV*(x'-xA 
i<3 

so that HN = iJyv^ + W. 

£,(*) The density matrices 7^ ; of the cutoff dynamics again satisfy the TV- 
body Schrodinger hierarchy (2.5) if V is replaced with Vi, i.e. 

^y{xi,...xk-,x,
l,...x

,
k) (4.1) 

=   Wiv)£jA:(i)7^{)(^i^--^;^i7---4) + (~20yi /   dsUNi£ik(t-s) 
£=1Jo 

/ d^+i^Vi^-^+i) - Vi^-rcjb+Oj 

^.(^+1) 7^,5      (^i, • • • xk, xk+i; x'n ... o;^ Xk+i) 

itH^litH^ where UNi£ik(t)j = e lznN,eie
unN,e an(i 

£=1 t<j 

We now consider the evolution of the cutoff dynamics with smooth initial 
data. We introduce the notation 

N 

We are ready to state the main propositions on the BBGKY hierarchy: 
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Proposition 4.1. [Apriori bound] Assume that the initial data of the N- 
body Schrodinger hierarchy (4-1) 

IXo := (7gi.7{?i,--.7{$,0,0,...) GC (4.2) 

forms a consistent sequence of normalized density matrices, i.e. 7^Q = 

Trk+i 7^ 0 ', k = 1,2,... , N — 1 and Trj^y = 1. Assume that 

TrL^Kvl        k = l,2,...N (4.3) 

for some constant I/Q > 0 independent of N. Let e > 0 be any fixed constant 
and 

^■■={l^\^\--) (4-4) 

be the solution to the N-body Schrodinger hierarchy (4-1) with initial data 
rjv,o and Hamiltonian HN^. Then there exists a v > 0 depending only on 
z/0; and for any k fixed there is a constant N(£,k) such that r£

Nt satisfies 
the a priori estimate 

h£N{,t}\\n^<^ (4.5) 

for N > N(e, k). Therefore, Te
N t forms a pre-compact sequence in ^^(R^, V) 

(with the w* topology) by Lemma 3.2. 

For v > 0 define the norm for T = (7(1), 7(2),...) € V 

oo 

Proposition 4.2. [Convergence to the infinite hierarchy] Assume the initial 
data (4-2) satisfies the estimates (4.3). Lets > 0 be any fixed constant Then 
any w* limit point Foo^ EV of the sequence {T£

Nt}^=ii2i... C V satisfies the 
infinite BBGKY hierarchy (2.6) and for some v large enough \FOQ^V ^ 
uniformly bounded for all t. 

At this stage we do not know that the limit point r^^ = (7^, 7^,... J 

forms a consistent family of density matrices. This will follow from the 
uniqueness of the solution to the nonlinear Schrodinger equation (2.10) and 
the uniqueness result below. 

Proposition 4.3. [Uniqueness of the infinite BBGKY hierarchy] LetT > 0 
be any fixed time. Then for any v > 0 the infinite BBGKY hierarchy (2.6) 
has at most one solution in the set Z/^QOjT], (P, || • ||j/)). 
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4.2    Approximation by smooth initial data 

For any K > 0 let tpfi := e^ipo- This smoothed initial data satisfies the 
following bound 

II^-^II<CK||^O||H2 (4.6) 

using a simple estimate in Fourier space 

IIV'o - m2 = /(e"Kp2 - l)2\$o(p)\2dp < CK
2
 I'p^o{p)\2dp . 

For 6 > 0, let 
N 

^.ofaii      XN) := JI IPO
N

(
X

J) 

denote the J/iV regularized initial wave function. Let 7^'0 be the projection 

matrix onto ^Q- T*16 main reason to regularize the initial data is the 
following bound, whose proof is postponed. 

Proposition 4.4. There exists a constant C such that for any S > 0 and 
k>0, 

TTI^NT] = ^,0,Lk¥Nfi) < (cHVollip)* (4.7) 

whenever N is sufficiently large depending on 5 and k. 

The proof of this Proposition will be given in Sect 5. From now on we 
assume that the one-particle wave function of the initial data is ^o E i?2(R3). 
We can now apply the previous setup of the e/VN cutoff dynamics (Section 
4.1) to the regularized initial data. Let 

*Ntt — e WiV,0 J      
ana     ^N,t '— e *N,0 

be the solutions to the Schrodinger equation (2.1) with the original Hamilto- 
nian and with the regularized Hamiltonian, i?Ar,6:, respectively. Denote the 

5 (k) 5 e (k) corresponding density matrices by 7^, and 7^^ \ From Propositions 4.1- 
4.4 and from the fact that Y^t (2.14) solves the infinite BBGKY hierarchy 
(2.6), we have the following corollary. Notice that the BBGKY hierarchy is 
independent of the cutoff e/VN and the initial data for the BBGKY hier- 
archy is independent of the smoothing parameter S/N. Both regulatizations 
disappear after we have taken the limit N —> 00. 
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Corollary 4.5. Suppose that ipo E if2(R3) and let ipt be the solution to 
(2.10). There exists a constant v depending on ||^o||#2 such that for any k 
and S > 0 

Il7fe(%i.(*) < ^ (4-8) 

for sufficiently large N > N(5,e,k). Furthermore, 

as N -» oo? in the w*-topology of L00(R+, {t)~l&t,V). In other words, for 
each k 

in the weak* topology o/L00(R+, (t)-1dt,n1{II®k)) as N -> oo. 

We now control the deviation due to the cutoff and smoothing. The next 
Lemma shows that the iV-body wave functions for the S/N regularized and 
the original initial data are close for all time. 

Lemma 4.6. Suppose the initial data IJJQ G if2(R3).  Then we have 

limlimsupsupH^A^ - *^t|| = 0 . (4.9) 
<*->0   N->oo      t 

N N-j-l 
\\*Nfi -^,oii<>JiiV'oir1 n^o- -w II 4/N 

using (4.6) and \\^\\ < \\M = 1. 

Proof By unitarity, it is sufficient to consider t = 0; 

N-i-l 

<5\\MH* 

Q.E.D. 

Finally, the following lemma controls the difference between the original 
dynamics and the e/x/iV-regularized dynamics. 

Lemma 4.7. For any e fixed, we have 

suplimsup ||#5^ - *Ar,tl|2 < C(ipo)et, 
8     N-^oo 

where C(ipo) depends on the H2-norm ofi/jQ. 

The proof of this Lemma will be given in Section 8.   Combining these 
Lemmas, we have 

lim limlimsupsup(t)~1||^^ - *iv,*|| = 0 . 
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Thus we have for any k > 1 

lim limlimsupsup(t)   1||7Af/    - 7L Jli = 0 

Since the trace norm is stronger than the i^-topology in £l(H®(k)), The- 
orem 2.1 follows from Corollary 4.5 and Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7. Notice that 
the limit in Corollary 4.5 was controlled in the w* Sobolev norm. The con- 
trol in Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7 was in strong sense but without control on the 
derivatives. This is why the final result is only in the w*-topology of trace 
class operators. Q.E.D. 

5    Apriori bounds 

In this section we first prove Proposition 4.4 then Proposition 4.1. Recall 
that Proposition 4.4 guarantees that the smoothed initial data satisfies the 
apriori bound (4.3) for the initial condition in Proposition 4.1. 

Proof of Proposition 4-4: Let n = (ni,n2, •.. rii) be a sequence of positive 
integers, let A;(n) = ni + ... + n£ and £(n) = £. We also define Lj := 
■^(1 — AXi), clearly L = ^2j=i Lj. The following identity is easily checked 

tel n : A;(n)=A; : £(n)=£      zi,...i/=l : disjoint 

We have (recall K = S/N) 

(Vff,(/-A)n^)   =   l(l+P
2)ne-Kp2\^o{p)\2dp 

< 2n\\$o\\2 + 2n Jp2ne-KP2\Mp)\2dp 

< Cn(l + n\K2-n)m\li. (5.2) 
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Therefore 

N 

£ (*'Nfi,L%I%...I%*'Nfi) (5.3) 
ii,.••*/=! : disjoint 

(iv^n(^(/-Ar^) 

=   (cil^llirO   n(iVl-7li+ni!iV"1(52"nj') 

<    rrih/;nll2   ^y/1 if   £ = k   (i.e. ni=n2 = ... = l) 

Hence from this estimate, (5.1) and from the exponential bound Ck on num- 
ber of possible n sequences with k(n) = k we obtain 

(¥Nfi,L
k^Nfi) < (c||^||2H2)fc(l + A;! (S-^N-1) (5.4) 

and (4.7) follows. This completes the proof of Proposition 4.4.        Q.E.D. 

Proof of Proposition 4-1- We define 

1 N 

Qi = ^2-^Xi), Q:=Y,Qi (5-5) 
2=1 

where the constant (3 > 2 will be chosen later.   We also introduce Uij := 
N-2Vi(xi - XJ) (for i ^ j), Uu = 0 and U := Y,i<i<j<N UiJ- Thus 

We also define 

N 

Q       -— / j QiiQi2 - • • Qik ' 

il,Z2,-..ifc::=l : disjoint 

Note that Q, Q^ and U depend on iV, but this fact is suppressed in the 
notation.  The key Proposition is the following result to compare Qk with 
irk    . 
HN,e- 
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Proposition 5.1.   There exist a constant /3 (depending only on n) such that 
for any k and any N > N(s, k) we have the following operator inequalities 

C^Qk <(Q + U)k < C%Qk (5.6) 

with some positive constants Ci,C2- 

First we show how this Proposition implies Proposition 4.1. The assump- 
tions (4.3) and (5.6) imply that 

Tr 7B(^ + P2N)k < <?3 ("o + P2k)Nk 

for k = 1,2,... N if N is large enough. Since any function of the Hamiltonian 
is conserved along the time evolution, we have 

Tr ^P{HNte + pN? < Cl(^ + p^N1* . 

By (5.6) and Q^ < Qk we obtain 

Trj^PQ^KCM + p2*). 

Using the total symmetry of the iV-body density matrix and ft > 1, 

Il7^)lki.w<2*iv7^gw 

and (4.5) follows.   The pre-compactness of the sequence re
Nt follows from 

the multivariable analog of Lemma 3.2 and a diagonal selection procedure. 
Q.E.D. 

Proof of Proposition 5.1:  We proceed by a step two induction on k.   The 
statement (5.6) for k = 0 is trivial. For k = 1 the bounds follow from 

\U\ < Cp^Q (5.7) 

which is a consequence of Hardy's inequality in three dimensions (Uncer- 
tainty Principle Lemma in Vol.11. Section X.2. of [7]) 

< -A* ,        x e R3 . (5.8) 
4|z 2   - 

Assuming (5.6) is valid for some k, we show it for k + 2. Writing (Q + 
U)k+2 = {Q + U)(Q + U)k{Q + U) we have 

Cf (Q + U)Qk(Q + U) < {Q + U)k+2 < C${Q 4- U)Qk(Q + U) . 

In order to compare UQkU with Qk+2 we will prove the following lemma: 
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Lemma 5.2. For 0 < k < N/2, 0 < a < 3 

UQkU < IC/T2 + C(k) [i32kN-k + N1-al2e-2k-2+a + iV"1] ) Qk+2 . 

(5.9) 

with constants depending on a and we can set C(0) = 0. 

Remark: A similar estimate holds for potentials much more singular than 
the Coulomb potential. With essentially the same proof, one can establish 
it for V(x) ~ |:r|-2+77 for any rj > 0. 

From the Schwarz inequality A*B + B*A < A*A + B*B, with A* = 
y/2UQkl2, and B = -^Q^24"1, we have 

- (uQkQ + QQku) < 2UQkU + ^QQkQ . 

Together with Lemma 5.2 with some 2 < a < 3 and (3 large enough, the 
lower bound in (5.6) follows from 

(Q + U)Qk{Q + U)> ^QQkQ - UQkU > ^Qk+2 

asiV>7V(e,A:). So Ci = 1/2. 

For the upper bound, we again let 2 < a < 3. Similar arguments lead to 

(Q + U)Qk(Q + U)< 2Qk+2 + 2UQkU < CQk+2 

for TV large enough, which completes the proof of Lemma 5.1 Q.E.D. 

Proof of Lemma 5.2. From Schwarz inequality, we obtain 

N 

UQkU < N2 Y, \uij\ Qk lUijl • (5-10) 

For k = 0, (5.9) follows from 

{Uijl2 < CN-tQj < Cp^N^QiQj , (5.11) 

which is a consequence of Hardy's inequality (5.8). 
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For k > 1 and for each fixed i,j we write Q = Qi + Qj + Q^-. By the 
weighted Minkowski inequality, we have for some constant C 

Qk<{Ck)k{Qk
i+Q)) + 2Q\ (5.12) 

Let Di := yf^lN  1//2Va;..  We have from Leibniz rule and Schwarz in- 
equality that there is a constant C{k) such that 

1^1 A2" Ifiil < CD* pitfDt + C{k) Y, Dtm  (DTlUijl) 
m=l 

To estimate the derivative of Uij we notice that 

\V?V1(x-y)\2<Cm(yN/e) 
\ 2m+2-a 

\x-y\ 

Tr\k—m 
i 

(5.13) 

(5.14) 

for a < 2m + 2. We will choose 2 < a < 3. The singularity of |rr - y\~a is 
controlled by the following lemma whose proof is postponed: 

Lemma 5.3. Let W G I/1(R3) be any nonnegative potential, then 

W(x -y)< C\\W\\» (I - AX)(I - Ay) (5.15) 

on L2(R3 x R3). 

Combining this lemma with (5.14) we obtain (m > 1) 

Wltftjl)    < CmN-1-a^e-2m-2+aQiQj (5.16) 

We have Q* < C(k)[Dfk + {p2N-l)k]. Hence from (5.11), (5.13), and 
(5.16) we obtain 

Pij] Qt 1^1 < C{k)N-2({t32N-1)k+Nl-al2e-2k-2+a+N-l)Qj(Q
k

i+Qi) . 

Using Q = Zj Qj, Ei Qi < Qh and Q>I, 

N 

jj=i 

(5.17) 
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Finally, we use that Uij and Q^. commute and the estimate (5.11) to bound 

N N 

N2 J2 m Q| [Uijl < N2 J2 Cr2N-2QiQjQ
k

rj < C/3-2Qfe+2 .   (5.18) 

Hence from (5.12), (5.17), (5.18) and Q > I the statement (5.9) follows. 
This finished the proof of Lemma 5.2 Q.E.D. 

Proof of Lemma 5.3. Let 

H{x):= -== dp. 
^R3 V1 + p2 

(5.19) 

then H(x) ~ |a;|  2 around the origin, smooth outside and it decays faster 
than any polynomial at infinity. Clearly (5.15) is equivalent to 

1   1 
M{x-y)- 

y/{I - AX)(I - Ay)" v"     *'^(1 - AX)(I - Ay) 

Let / e L2(R3 x R3), then 

1 

< C\\W\\Li .     (5.20) 

/, 
y/(I - AX)(I - Ay) 

W(x - y) 
1 

y/(I - AX)(I - Ay) 
f (5.21) 

fdxdx'dx"dydy'dy"f(x,y)H(x - x')H(y - y')W(x' - y') 

xH(x'-x")H(y'-y")f(x"y) 

<->J dxdx'dx"dydy'dy"\f{x, y)\2 \x-x'\  \y-y'\ 
3/4 

x' — x"\ \y' — y" 

H(x - xl)H(y - tfWtf - yf)H(xf - x")H(yf - y") 

by symmetry of {x.y) and (x,f,y,f) and a Schwarz inequality. By the prop- 
erties of H 

- \H(U)\ I \u 13/4 
■du<C 

hence x",y" integrals can be performed. We also define G{u) := \u\^4\H(u)\ 
and notice that ||G||L2 < C. Finally, by Young's inequality: 

sup [G(X - x>)\W(x' - y')\G(y' - y)dx,dy' < \\G\\l2\\W\\Li 
x,y J 

we obtain (5.20). Q.E.D. 
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6    Proof of the convergence 

In this section we prove Proposition 4.2. The uniform boundedness of 
|[roo,t||i/ follows from (4.5) and Lemma 3.2. To check that the limit sat- 
isfies (2.6), it is sufficient test the equation against trace class operators 
O E Cl{H®k) on a fixed time interval [0,T]. We note that T^ satisfies the 
finite Schrodinger hierarchy with the cutoff potential (4.1). 

Since O is compact, we have 

This shows the convergence of the left side of (4.1) to that of (2.6). 

For the convergence of the first term on the right side of (4.1), we now 
show that Uw^At) converges to Z4(£). By one-step Duhamel expansion we 
have 

e«#J - (He^) = ^Y1 f' ^'^"'Viixi-x^flt***) du . 
i=i e<jJo 3=1 

(6.1) 

*(*) 
From the triangle inequality, the unitarity of ei(s ")Hw.£ and \Vi \ < Ce'1 Nll2, 
we can bound the operator norm of the left side by 

^^-(Jje"*'-) 
J=I 

KiJ0 3=1 

< 

t<3 

Ck2s 

SVN 

du 

(6.2) 

Using (6.2) the convergence of 7Jy-0, the fact that T^^/Q < T^T/^Q 
= •*■ an^ 

||0|| < oo, we thus have 

lim 
JV->oo 

TrO .(*) .(*) 
UN*AthZ-uMroo'o = o. 

We now show the convergence of the second term on the right hand side 
of (4.1), i.e., 

rt 
lirn^ /   TrOluNik^(t-s)    / dx^i^Viixi-Xk^-V^-Xk^jj^ 

5 
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-Uk(t - s) I dxfc+i (V{xt - xk+l) - V(x'e - a;fc+i))7^+1) ds = 0 

for any £ < k. Decompose this difference into three terms (/.) + (//.) + (///.) 
where 

(6.3) 

ds , 

(I.)   =   f Tr (0UNtk,e{t -s)- OUk{t - a)) 

/ dxfc+i \V\{xi - rcfc+i) - Vi(a£ - a;jfc+i)j7^J+1) 

(//.)    =     f TrOUkit-s)    I <lxk+l (yixt - xjfc+i) - V{rft - xjb+i)) 

x(7^+1)-7S1))]dS, 

(77/.)    =   - f TvOUk(t-s) 
Jo 

/ dxk+i (V2(xe - xk+i) - V2(x'e - xtt+i))^^ 

We estimate these three terms separately. 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 

| (7.) |    <   tsup 
S<t 

The first term is bounded by 

OUN^£{t - s) - OUk{t - s) 

/ d^+i^Vi^ - xk+i) - Viix't - xk+l)jj
£^r 

The norm \\OUN^)£(t - s) - OUk{t - 5)|| is bounded by 

x supTr 
s<t 

5 

\OUN,kfi{t-8)-OUk{t-s)\\   <   \\0\\ sup 
s<t 

^^.-(Jje^^l 
J=I 

where we have used (6.2) in the last inequality. To bound the trace term, 
from the triangle inequality we reduce it to estimate 

Tr / dxk+iVi(xe - Zfc+ih^ s 
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for s < t.  Recall that we interpret the x^+i integration as a partial trace 
over this variable. We can now use (3.2) and bound this term by 

where the trace is now over all k + 1 variables. We define 

From the inequality (5.8) we know that 

|Vifo - xk+1)\2 < \V(xt - xk+l)\2 < CSlk+l < C[5(fc+1)]2 . (6.6) 

Hence for any self-adjoint 7 G •^1>(fc+1) we have 

Tr Vi(xi - xk+1)j = Tr^fyvfy < C7Try/7[5(fe+1)]27 = CTr^S(k+1)'y2>S(k+l) 

(6.7) 

using the cyclicity for the trace of the square root (9.1).   Since the square 
root is monotonic in operator sense and S^"*"1) > J7 we obtain 

CTr^/s'(fe+1)72S(fc+1) < CTr^S(k+l)j[S(k+l)}2iS(k+l) = C||7||Hi,(fc+i) , 

(6.8) 

where the last equality is the definition of the H1 norm. Therefore we showed 
that 

Tr / dxk+iVi(x£ - xk+l)j
£^k

s
+1)   < C||7^+1)||^i,(fc+i) 

which is uniformly bounded by (4.5), hence the first term (1.) vanishes as 
N -> oo. 

The first half of the second term (//.) is written as 

10 
Tr jf* OUk(t - sWzi - xk+l) (7^+1) - 72J1^ , 

where the trace refers to all k +1 variables. In order to check that (II.) van- 
ishes in the limit N -+ oo, it suffices to show that A(s) := [5(/c+1)]~1C>Z4(£- 
5)Vil/b+i[S,(A!+1)]"1 is in the space Loo([0,t],/C(A:+1)), i.e. that it is compact 
and is uniformly bounded for all 0 < 5 < t. Here V^k+i is the multiplication 
operator by V(x£ — Xk+i). 
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For uniform boundedness, we only have to show that Uk{t — s^i^iSj'K 
is uniformly bounded, since O is bounded. Here Sk+i := SXk+1 for brevity. 
From the unitarity oiUk(t - s), it suffices to prove that 

This follows from the inequality (6.6). 

<C . (6.9) 

7-1 For the compactness, it is sufficient to show that S^^OU^t—sJlfyb+iS^+l 

is actually Hilbert-Schmidt for all 5. Recall that O is a compact operator on 
H®k, i.e., in the space of the first k variables, and the unitary map Uk{t — s) 
acts trivially on the (A:+l)-th variable. Hence we can define Os := OUk{t—s), 
which is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on H®k. To emphasize that OUk(t — s) 
is viewed as an operator on iJ®(fc+1)? We will write Os ® Ik+i- The identity 
Jfc+i acts on the (k + l)-th variable. 

We introduce X := (xi,... Xj-) and Y = (yi,... y^)? and we compute the 
Hilbert-Schmidt norm of S^OU^t - s^k+iS^: 

Tr(Os ® h^S^Ve^S^Ve^S^Os ® Ik+l) 

=   Tr(Os ® 4+1)^+15"^^+1^(0, ® 4+1) 

■(arjb+i - yk+i)V(yk+i - ye) = JOsiXiYWyi-Xk+r) 

1 
I-A 

I-A' 

{yk+i - xk+i)Os(YiX)dXdYdxk+idyk+i 

<   C J {OsiXiYtflViyi-XM)? 

x 
J-A (Vk+i -^fc+i) dXdyda;A;+idyA;+1 

< C f \Os(X;Y)\2dXdY <oo, (6.10) 

since (!?5 is Hilbert-Schmidt. We used a Schwarz inequality in the third line 
and the fact that 

/ I-A (*) 
dz -I dp 

< oo 
(l+p2)2 

where (I—A)~l(x—y) denotes the translation invariant kernel of the operator 
(/ — A)-1. This completes the estimate of the second term (II.). 

Finally the third term is estimated as 

(///.) < 2t||0|| sup Tr    f dxk+lV2{xl - xk+1)^
{ 

s<t J 

(*+l) 
s 
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From (3.2) and Lemma 5.3 we can bound the trace term by 

TrfeT T^^vfi < CeWN-V'Try/iSlSl+tf 

where we introduced 7 := 7^    ' for brevity and we computed ||^2||z,i < 

CeN-1/2. Clearly 

^iSlSl+tf < Tty/rtSV+Vfy < C||7||wi, (fc + 1) 

as in (6.7)-(6.8), which is uniformly bounded in N by (4.5). Therefore (///.) 
goes to zero as N -> oo, and we have proved Proposition 4.2. Q.E.D. 

7    Uniqueness of the infinite hierarchy 

Proof of Lemma 4-3. Since the equation is linear, it is sufficient to show 
that the solution Ft up to time T is identically zero if the initial condition 
is FQ = 0 and if for some K the apriori bound WTtWi/ < K holds for t < T. 
Notice that it is sufficient to show that uniqueness holds for a short time, 
t < T(v), then one can extend it up to time T since the apriori bound holds 
uniformly for t < T. 

We need the following lemma whose proof is postponed. 

Lemma 7.1, For any 7 G W1^*1}, k > 1 and £ < k 

Trx SW f dy V(xz - yfrpf, y; X', y)S^ | < Ch\\nUk+ 

where X = (#1,... Xk) for brevity and recall S^ = SXlSX2... SXk. 

Armed with this estimate, we obtain from (2.6) and 7Q    = 0 that 

Hk%,W    =   Tr\s(kHk)S{k)\ (7.1) 

< 2J2 tdsTr S^TrXk+1 [V(xe - a*+i)7jfc+1)]S^ 
e=1Jo 

< Ck f dsUk+V\\nl,(k+1) . 
Jo 
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Let A(k,t) := II7}   Uo,^^). After iteration, we have 

A(k,t) <Cnk(k + l)...(k + n-l) [ dsi f * ds2... [ " ' dsn A(n + k, sn) 
Jo        Jo Jo 

(7.2) 

Since Tt is bounded in (D, || • \\u)^ there exists some K such that 

A(n, s) < Kvn 

for all 0 < s < T. After using this estimate in (7.2), the multiple time 
integration is bounded by tn/n!. This n! compensates the combinatorial 
prefactor k{k + 1)... (k + n — 1) and the result is 

ji(M) < K{2v)n+k{Ct)n < K(2u)k{Cut)n 

for any n.   If t < T(i>) := (Cz^)-1, then letting n -¥ oo we obtain that 
A(fc,*) =0. Q.E.D. 

Proof of Lemma 7.1. Without loss of generality we can assume that £ = 1 
and we set x = xi, i.e. X = (x, #2,... a;A;)- We define S := SX2SX3 ... SXk 

and let 7 := 575. Let V be the multiplication operator by the function 
(x,y) »-» y(a; - y) on L2(Rf x R^) and let Px = {Px^Px^Px^) be the 
components of momentum operator in the x variable, i.e., Pxj := — iVj. P^ 
is similarly defined. 

We denote R := Try(Vj) the partial trace of V7, then we have to esti- 
mate 

Trx SW I dy V{x1 - y)<y{X, y; X', y)S<*> = Trx DxriDx 

Using the identity 52 = /+52|=i -Ppj aild Lemma 9.2 from the Appendix, 
we estimate 

Trx Ux-£l>&x =   Trx[sxRS2
xRSx 

1/2 
(7.3) 

-.1/2 
<   CTrx Sxi?2^       +C^Trx 

i=i 

SxRPxjRSx\ 
1/2 

=   CTrxli^^l + C^Trx ■LXjj-K'^X 

=   (^Trx ^(^7)^ +C^TrxTr2/PZJF75:I 
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Hardy's inequality (5.8) implies that 

v2 < S2
X , V2 < st, (7.4) 

In the first term of (7.3) we use (3.2), (7.4) and the fact that Sx and Sy 
commute to obtain 

Trx Tr„(F7)5a < Tr 

< Tr 

VjSx = 'iv(5x7^275'x) 
1/2 

< Tr^S^S*)172 = Tr(sxSyjS2
xjSxSyy

/2 

< Tr(sxSyjS2
xS

2
yjSxSy)1/2 = Ti\SxSyjSySx\ 

=    ||7||wi,(fc+i) 

where Tr denotes trace in all variables X, y. 

For the second term in (7.3) we first notice the following identity 

PxjV   =   -PyjV   +  VPXJ   +   VPyJ 

Using Tr|^ + B\ < Tr\A\ + Tr|5|, we obtain for each j = 1,2,3 

Trx TtyPsjVjSa <   Tr x TryPydVjSx (7.5) 

+Trx TTyVP^S, 

<   Tr V^SXPZ y,3 + Tr 

+ Trx TtyVPy,tfSx 

VPXtjjSx + Tr VPyjySx 

Notice that in the first term we used the cyclicity of the partial trace (9.4) 
from the Appendix before applying (3.2). 

The estimate of the three terms in (7.5) are similar by using the inequal- 
ities (7.4) appropriately. The estimate of the first term is 

Tr VlSxPyj = Tr[pyjSxjV2jSxPydy
/2 

< Tr[PyjDx
/yoxDyjoxPyj) 

= Tr(sxSyiS%PJjjSxSy)
1/2 

< Tr(sxSyjS2
xS

2iSxSyy
/2 

^i,(fc+i) (7.6) 
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where we used the cyclicity (9.1) several times. 

The second term in (7.5) is estimated as 

Tr VPXJJSX\    =   Tr (sx^PxdV
2Px^S^ 

xl/2 

< iv (sxiPXjS
2

ypx^sx)
x'2 

<   Tr (sxiS2
xS

2
yjSxy

/2 = Tr (sxSyjS2
xjSxSyy

/2 

< Tr(sxSy?rS2
xs

2
yjSxsyy

/2 

^i,(fc+i) 

The estimate of the third term in (7.5) is identical just the second inequality 
(7.4) is used. This completes the proof of Lemma 7.1. Q.E.D. 

8    Removing the Coulomb cutoffs 

Proof of Lemma ^.7: We fix iV, S, e and for simplicity let \I>t := ^^^ ^t 

*^ft. Clearly *o = *o- We compute 

<    211^-^1111^^11. 
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We need to estimate 

\\W%\\2 (8.1) 

=    jya        2 / lF2(zi-Z2)|2|*(zi,-..Z7v)|2d:Ei...d:cAr 

1  N(N-l)(N-2) 
N2 

x / \V2(xi - a;2)||1^2(a;2 - xs)!!*^!, • • • ^v)|2da;i... dxN 

1  N(N-1)(N-2)(N-Z) 
N2       2 2 

x / 1^2(0:1 -a;3)||F2(^2 - ^4)||*(^i, • • • xN)\2dx1.. .dxN 

<     / \V2(xi - a^)!2!^!, ■ • • :EAr)|2da;i... dxN 

+CN[\V2{x2 - xz)\{^7Xl^{xu... xN)\2+ fiixi,... SAr)|2)da;i... dxN 

+N2 I |F2(xi - x3)\\V2(x2 - X4)||*(a;i, • ■ • XN^dxx ...dxN, 

where we used that |V2(a;i — ^2)1 < 1^1 — ^l-1 < C(I — AXl) for any X2 
fixed in the second term. 

It follows from Lemma 5.3 that 

^"^■r A) < C(K)\
3
-«(I - AX)(I - A,) (8.2) 

\x — y\K 

as operators on L2(R3 x R3) for A < 1, 0 < « < 3.  We use this estimate 
with K = 1,2, and A = e/y/N to continue the estimate as 

+Ce2 h|vxiV^V^^II
2
 + ||VX1*||2 + liv^v^*!!2 + ||*||2 j 

+Ce4M|V:ciVl2V:C3V:C4$||2 + IIV^V^^II2 + ||*||2 J 

<   Ce
2||7^

(4)||%1,(4) 

for large enough N.   Using (4.8) this completes the proof of Lemma 4.7. 
Q.E.D. 
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9    Appendix on partial traces and density matrices 

In this Appendix we collect a few facts about trace class operators. We start 
with the analogue of the monotone and dominated convergence theorems. 

Lemma 9.1. Let 0 < An < A be self-adjoint operators defined on a common 
separable Hilbert space. 

(i) If the sequence is monotone, An < -An+i; An —> A strongly, A is 
compact and supn Tr An < oo, then Tr A = supn Tr An, in particular A is 
trace class. 

(ii) If An -> 0 strongly and Tr A < oo, then Tr An -t 0. 

Proof: Let {fj} be an eigenbasis for A. For part (i), we have for any M that 

M M 

^(foAfi) = lim y^ifuAnfi) < sup TV An . 

Taking the limit M —► oo we see that Tr A < supnTr An.   The other 
direction is trivial. 

For part (ii), we notice that An is trace class and 

oo N oo 

TrAn = Y,(fi,A«fi)<Y,(fi,A«fi)+   E  (fi>Afi)- 
1=1 2=1 2=iV+l 

The second term is smaller than any given rj > 0 if iV is big enough since 
Tr A < oo, while the first term goes to zero for any fixed N as n —>• oo. 

Q.E.D. 

Next we show the following properties of the trace of the square root. 

Lemma 9.2. Let A, B be positive self-adjoint operators on a common Hilbert 
space.  Then 

Tr VALPA = Tr VBA2B (9.1) 

and 

TrVA^B <2(TrVA+ Tr^B^j . (9.2) 
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Proof. We can assume that at least one side of (9.1), say TrVAB2A is finite. 
Then X = AB2A > 0 is trace class and so is Y := BA2B by cyclicity of the 
trace. By functional calculus 

roo 

VT = {const.) /    t-ll2Xt 
Jo 

-tx dt 

Since X is bounded, the operator Xe tx can be expanded into convergent 
power series for any t > 0. Using the cyclicity of the trace 

Tr Xn = Tr {AB2A)n = Tr (BA2B)n = TrYn 

for any n, therefore 
Tr Xe-tx = Tr Ye-tY 

for any t > 0 and (9.1) follows after integration. We used Lemma 9.1 (i) to 
interchange the trace and the improper d£ integration. 

For the proof of (9.2) we let Xi(A) > \2{A) > ... > 0 be the eigenvalues 
of A, similar notation is used for B and A + B. Fan's inequality [8] asserts 
that 

An+m+i(A + B) < \n+i(A) + Am+i(S) 

for any m, n > 0. Therefore 

\2n+l(A + B)   <   Xn+1{A) + Xn+xiB) 

\2n{A + B)   <   \2n-i{A + B)<\n(A) + \n(B) 

and 

Try/A + B   =    ^y/X^A + B) 
k=l 

oo 

<   2Y,VK(A) + \n(B) 
n=l 

oo 

n=l 

=   2(Trv/Z + Tr\/i?) . 

Q.E.D. 

Now we give the definition of the partial trace. For more details, see e.g., 
[6]. 
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Definition 9.3. Let i?i,i?2 be separable Hilbert spaces. Let A be a trace 
class operator on the tensor product H = Hi ® ^2- Then there exists a 
unique operator B in Cl(Hi) such that 

TrHl [BK] = TrH [A(K ® /)] (9.3) 

for every K E K{Hi). This operator B is called the partial trace of A with 
respect to H2 and is denoted by Tr^A or just by Tr2 A. 

The existence of the partial trace follows from duality: the linear func- 
tional K i-> TrHA(K ® J) defines a bounded linear map on K,(H\) and 
[£(#1)]* ^(ffi). 

Proposition 9.4.  The partial trace satisfies the following relations 

Tru,|TrH2{I® A)B\ = TrHl\TrH2B{10 A)| (9.4) 

and 

TrHl\TrH2A\ < TrH\A\ . (9.5) 

Proof. For the proof of (9.4) we use the variational principle (2.12) 

Tri|Tr2(J®A)B\    = supTri K(Tr2(I® A)B) 

= supTri^ (K <8>I)(I®A)B 

= sup Trip (K ® I)B(I ® A) 

= supTriK(Tv2B(I®A)) 

= Tn^Bil® A)\ (9.6) 

where the supremum is over all K G }C(Hi) with \\K\\ = 1. We used the 
cyclicity of Tri^ and that / ® A commutes with K ® I. 

For the proof of (9.5) we first observe that the variational principle (2.12) 
extends to bounded operators as follows: 

PHi = sup TrAL (9.7) 
Lec{H): \\L\\=l 

for any A 6 Cl(H). The proof follows from K,(H) C C(H) on one hand, and 
from |TrAL| < P||i||i|| on the other hand, using (3.1). 

Therefore 

Tri [Tra A\    = sup Tri L [Tr2 A] 
LZC(Hi) : ||L||=1 

= sup Tri 2 (L ® I)A 
LeC(Hi) : ||L||=1 

<    1^1,2 \A\. 
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The estimate follows again from the variational principle (9.7) since L (g> I E 
C{Hi x Hi) and \\L ® J|| = ||L||. Q.E.D. 

Finally, we prove that the space A is indeed the dual space of the Sobolev 
space U1: 

Proof of Lemma 3.1.  (i) 'H1 C .4*. Let T E H1 and we write any element 
A E A as A = SKS with some 5 E K. Then 

TrT^l l^TSKS < ||2q TV |5T5| = ||^5|U ||r||wi = pm ||r||„i 

M, 

which shows that £x : A —> Tr TA is a continuous linear functional on A 
indexed by T e U1 and [|4rlU* < ll^lki- 

(ii) .4* C W1. Let / G ^4* be a continuous linear functional on A 
Consider ip,(f) e iJ^R3) C if, i.e., Sty, 50 G #. Since |0)(^| is compact, 
|Sty)(Sty| = S|0)(ty|S is contained in A. Consider the sesquilinear functional 

from Hl x H1 -> C. This sesquilinear map is continuous since 

/[siMVIs]  < ||/m.|| 5|^)(V|5 ||^ = ||/|U.|| |0)(V| ] 

moreover it clearly extends from H1 x if1 to H x H. 

Hence there exists a unique bounded operator B = Bf such that 

(i>,B<j)) = f[s\<f>ms 

for every faip € H, and ||B|| < \\f\\A* (uniqueness follows from the density 
of if1 CH). 

By polar decomposition we write B = U\B\ with some partial isometry 
U. Let {i/ji} be a finite orthonormal set, we can write 

AT 

i=l 
][>i,|J3|tyi)   =   f[s(Yl\^)(U^\)S 

i 

< II/IU-||EI^><^I|| 

= ii/iu- • z (9.8) 
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Here we used that Uipi is also orthonormal, and for any h 6 H 

i i 

< 

Hence taking the supremum for all orthonormal sets in (9.8), we see that 
Tr|5|<||/m.. 

Finally, we define Tf := S^BfS'1 for any / e A*. Then clearly 

\\Tf\\ni=Tr\Bf\<\\f\U* 

and for any A G A 
Tr (TfA) = f(A) 

since this is valid for all A = SY^i=i IfajfyilS finite range operators and 
these are dense in (.4, || • ||^4). Hence for any / G A* we found a representative 
Tf G Hl with smaller or equal norm. Q.E.D. 
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